EXCLUSIVE LEASING RIGHTS– The purchase of exclusive rights grants the customer full
artistic and commercial rights to the purchased Instrumental. There is no sales cap related to
exclusive rights. An exclusive rights purchase comes as a mixed tag-free WAV-file, a mixed
MP3-file and the corresponding separate in WAV-format (also known as tracked outs) along
with a license agreement/receipt, stating the rights of use and details of purchase. Once a
instrumental has been sold with exclusive rights, it will no longer be available for any kind of
future sale/licensing. Previous leasing rights being sold before the instrumental has been sold
exclusively are not affected hereby and stay valid until the sales cap has been reached. License
owners of non-exclusive rights may upgrade their current non-exclusive license to a higher
non-exclusive license (if available). It is therefore possible that a instrumental has been leased
several times before exclusive rights are sold. Once exclusive rights are sold, the
instrumental(s) will be marked as ‘sold’ and any possible download and licensing option will
be removed. Upon request, a sold instrumental may be removed from any website and
marketing space where it has been offered for sale by the licensor, if licensor agrees to. This
excludes demonstrational videos (e.g. youtube, etc.) or demonstrational audio material used
in intros, animations or as background music. Licensee is not allowed, nor has the authority,
to dis-allow/forbid other non-exclusive license-owners any use of the instrumentalcomposition(
s) for commercial/profitable purpose or take legal actions against non-exclusive
license owners. The licensor expressly forbids re-sale or other distribution of the producer’s
instrumental-composition, either as they exist or any modifications thereof for use in any
competitive product, nor can licensee transfer his rights to the instrumental-composition to a
third party if it’s not a full song with artist’s/licensee’s own vocals or at least lyrics. Licensee is
allowed to sell his song over the instrumental-composition without any sales limitation or
sales cap, worldwide and throughout the universe, without terminability, in any commercial/
profitable form, and/or transfer the rights to his song over the instrumental, to another party
such as Record Labels, another production company and another artist, but never the rights
to the instrumental-composition itself for a standalone instrumental-composition product.
The licensee understands that the licensor maintains 100% copyright and ownership of the
original instrumental composition and that licensee buys exclusive sales rights and rights of
use to the instrumental-composition(s) but not the intellectual property itself. This is
necessary and entitles licensor to maintain the administrative and legislative rights to the
instrumental-composition, in order to be able to ensure non-exclusive license owners
administrative guidance and license-warranties. Licensee can use song(s) over instrumental
compositions as background element in TV, Film and DVD / computer game projects without
obtaining written consent and/or another license agreement. Licensee must include on all
productions, products and any medium the producer’s name (Cosmic Brown Music). Licensee
agrees to display the producer’s name in all physical media or within web presentation of a
portion (e.g. pre-listening) or sum of the original instrumental composition that is being
licensed in this agreement. Including but not limited to CD’s, CD covers, Booklets, Cassette
tapes, LP’s, Cards, Cases, Boxes, etc. (Example credits:
‘instrumental prod. by Cosmic Brown Music’ or ‘Music or instrumental produced by Cosmic
Brown Music
(CosmicBrownMusic.com)’ … Music © 2018 All rights reserved

